
On Humor:  Jarvis Revisited.................
Dr. Charles W. Jarvis spoke on the professional circuit for over 30 years, bringing his unique brand of hu-

mor and hearty, healthy laughter to audiences across the U.S.  He received the Mark Twain Award for Humor, 
Toastmasters Golden Gavel Award and is a member of the International Speakers Hall of Fame.  His ability 
to deliver a serious message on life, love, patriotism, honesty, responsibility, faith and hope with a large dose 
of humor was his hallmark.  As he would say though, "I'm not here to make you laugh, I'm here to make you 
think".  He used clean humor to effectively illustrate his message; his dedication to the study of humor helped 
make him the best.  While few can fill his shoes, there is much we can all learn from his flawless delivery and 
extraordinary talent for humor.    

Your Personal Perspective on and Interest in the Use of  Humor

% Humor in talk: 100%    90%   80%    70%    60%    50%    40%    30%   20%    10%    0%

Type of Presenter: Master of Ceremonies   Standup Comedian   Guest Speaker   Joke Teller   Humorist   Lecturer  Teacher

Entertain   Educate   Motivate   Persuade   Illustrate   Sell   Relieve Stress   Earn Goodwill   Heal

Do You:
Humor Used to:

Adviser
Anecdotes
Antonymism
Banter
Biogram
Blendword
Blunder
Boner
Bonehead
Bon Mot
Bull
Burlesque
Caricature
Catch Tale
Confucian Saying
Conundrum
Definitions
Double Blunder

Understatement
Wellerism
Wisecrack
Wit
Wordplay
Yogi-ism

Parkerism
Parody
Personifier
Practical Joke
Puns
Raillery
Recovery
Relapse
Repartee
Repeatism
Sarcasm
Satire
Scatalogical
Slip
Spoonerism
Tall Tale
Twistwit
Typographical Error

Epigrams
Exaggerism
Extended Proverb
Fool's Query
Fruedian Slip
Gag
Goldwynism
Hecklerism
Hyperbole
Irony
Joke
Little Willie
Malapropism
Marshallism
Mistaken Identity
Nonsensism
One Liner
Oxymoron

Tools of the Craft:  Types of Humor

Technique/
Structure/
General

Adlib
Aside
Bit
Blunting
Chain
Combination
Comedian

Should we study the psychology of humor?
Why do we laugh? 
What makes something funny?  
What is a sense of humor?  
What is meant by "In Fun"?

The Psychology of Humor

Cumulative
Delivery
Exaggeration
Humorist
Incongruous
Nub
Nutshell
Peg
Pendulum
Piggyback
Reversible
Round
Self Deprecating
Slanting
Substitution
Switching
Understatement

Say funny things.    Say things funny.    Say funny things funny.    Need funny things.   or    Think Funny.                  

Ask Yourself:  Can I really use humor?  If your answer is no, then don't.  Your credibility is at stake........  

The art 
is in using clean humor 

to entertain.
Dr. Charles W. Jarvis
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What physical audience & lectern arrangements are the most conducive to the success of a humorous presentation?
What type of humorous speaker requires the most careful public address system setup?
What concerns should you discuss with the program chairperson when asked to present a humorous talk?
What type of introduction should you provide and how should you work with the Master of Ceremonies?
What type of speaking situations and audiences should you avoid?

Mechanics



Selection of Material
How much material do you need?
What type of material?  (One liners, jokes, humorous stories?  Satire?  Wit punctures, Humor Pictures. )
Will the audience understand it?    (Is it too subtle?)
What subjects should be avoided?  (Religion, Politics, Minorities, Handicaps, Blue Humor, etc.)
Where do you find fresh material?  (How old is fresh?)
What material is always fresh and can not be used as effectively by other people?  
For audience specific material, where do you find out about their concerns and sensitivities?
How do you minimize your audience' sensitivity?  (Use of self-deprecating humor.)
Who are safe targets in your audience and how do you handle remarks about specific individuals?
How do you categorize and file humor?

What are good sources of material?
Literary humor collections.  Humorous but do not lend themselves easily to speaking.
Joke collections.  May require switching and slanting to fit audience and speech purpose.

Magazines such as Readers Digest are good, search older issues to find "fresh" materials.
Internet.  Best way to find humor on specific subjects by searching.
Cartoons.  Interpreting cartoons into verbal presentation may offer good source.
Trade Journals.  Use company/industry literature to find humor that the audience will relate to.
Personal Experience
Everywhere......Ask yourself, Why did they laugh?

What questions should you ask yourself when evaluating potential humorous material?
Is it clean?  Can I use it?  What does it illustrate?  How many categories does it fit in?  
What does it lead into?  What does it follow?

Speech Structure & Delivery
How and where can you incorporate what you know about the audience into your talk?
How and should you incorporate information you know about individuals in the audience?
Use knowledge of audience to structure opening remarks:

1.  Your introduction
2.  Your response to your introduction either planned or ad-libbed. (Say the unexpected.)
3.  General Remarks to audience.  This is a class group.
4.  Specific remarks about person in audience after receiving permission.
5.  Get into your subject, being sure that the story relates to your topic.
6.  Conclusion

How do you arrange material for the best effect?  (Time vs. Intensity; Continuity of illustrations)
How do you Piggyback?  (Using humorous remarks of someone well-known, then build on your own material)
How do you get into the humor unnoticed?  (Not "Have you heard the one.")
How does delivery differ between types of humorist speakers?  (Comedian vs. Humorist vs. Point Maker)
What if they don't laugh?  
How can you use the knowledge of the difference between the written and spoken formats of humor  to improve.
What are Bits, Chunks and Pieces and how do they support delivery of humorous material?
What type of speaker would use Bits, Chunks and Pieces?
How can we improve the effectiveness of the punchline?  (Timing and Delay of  Nub)
What is an absolute necessity in the effective delivery of humor?   (Clarity of speech, accuracy of nub)
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The Ten Commandments of the Comic Arts from the Enjoyment of Laughter, Max Eastman
1.  Be Interesting.
2.  Be Unimpassioned.
3.  Be effortless.
4.  Remember the difference between cracking practical jokes and conveying ludicrous impressions.
5.  Be plausible.
6.  Be sudden.
7.  Be neat.
8.  Be right with your timing.
9.  Give a good measure of serious satisfaction.
10. Redeem all serious dissapointments.



Anyone can tell a joke; the art is in telling the humorous story.  

Dr. Jarvis is famous in speaking circles for his delivery of the Bird  story.  Not only  can you  learn and perfect your deliv-
ery by practicing this story, but if done right, you will be rewarded with gales of hearty laughter.  If you are going to tell it, 
be sure you have the time and you know it well.  It is a masterpiece well worth the effort.  Learn this story word for word 
and practice it so that each separate part generates its own laughter.  Pace, intonation,  pauses are all critical elements in its 
delivery.  The story is long and detailed.  Don’t  present it until you can do it well.  Then, tell it as often as possible, practic-
ing your delivery.  If you need to illustrate the  importance of being detail oriented in customer service, you may find that 
you can use this in a public speaking situation.   When you present this story, have fun, but be diligent in your observations 
of the responses of listeners.  Every time you present your material, look for ways to improve it.  The phrases in italics are 
points at which humor builds to the climax.  Each can provide laughter - plan to emphasize them carefully.  

 The Bird Story

  A man just wants to buy a bird.  That’s all.  Goes into a bird store.  Hundreds of Birds.  Little yellow birds.  He’s 
trying to make a wise  choice.  They all look the same.  They are all $4.95.  You can tell because  there is a little yellow 
tag hanging from their legs.  He’s going round.   He’s going around, trying to make a wise choice, reading all of these 
tags.  Goes over in the corner.  $136.50  He goes back up to the proprietor.  You  trying to pull a fast one on me?  Trying 
to make a wise choice here, select a  bird, they all look the same.  Except, you’ve got one kinda hidden back over there  
in the corner, must be different because he’s $136.50, not $4.95.   The  proprietor says, “You’re pretty sharp aren’t you?  
You devil you, I'll bet it  didn’t take you 5 minutes to find him.   That bird is different.  He not only sings, he talks."      
Well that’s the one I want, wrap him up.   

 So he  takes him home.  The next day he brings him back.  He didn’t sing, he  didn’t talk either.  Hmmmm, well he 
did down here.  He didn’t at my house.  He says, Well, did he peck on his little bell?  He said bell?  Oh well, you didn’t  
buy a bell, you need a bell.  They need music you’ve got music, stereo,  television, everything else.  They need a bell, 
happy bird, pecks on the  bell.  Starts singing, talking.  Well how much is a bell?  $6 Dollars.  Well, that makes sense, I 
believe I’ll take a bell.  

 He goes home, he comes  back the next day,  he doesn’t bring the bird this time, but he says the  bird didn’t sing.  He 
didn’t talk, he did peck on his bell.   He said, Did he climb  his little ladder?  I guess I should have bought a ladder.  
He said, don’t  blame yourself.  That’s my business.  I’m the salesperson down here.  I’m  supposed to offer these things 
that benefit you.   Of course the bird needs  a ladder.  Up and down the ladder.  You jog, you get your exercise, the  bird 
needs exercise.  Healthy bird, sing, talk, happy, peck on the bell.   Well, he said, “I’ve got to admit, there is a lot of logic 
there.  How much  is a ladder?  $11 Dollars.  

Well he said, alright, I’m going to take the ladder.   

 He  comes back the next day.  He didn’t sing, he didn’t talk, he did peck on  his little bell and he  climbed his little 
ladder.   Did he look in his  little mirror?  He said, Now you are going to tell me I need a mirror.  No I’m not,  you’ve 
got a mirror.  The bird needs a mirror.  You’ve got a mirror, you  preen in your mirror.  The bird wants to preen, the bird 
gets to looking in  that mirror, thinks there’s another bird and tries to carry on a  conversation, starts talking.  Well he 
said, “How much is a mirror”.   $16  Dollars.  He says, “OK Buster, I tell ya, I’m going to see this thing through, right 
to the bitter end.  I’m taking a mirror".  

 He comes back the next day.  He  said, he did not sing, he did not talk, he did look in his little mirror,  he climbed his 
little ladder and he pecked on his little bell.  And I know  because I dragged a chair up there, I didn’t go to work and I 
watched him  all day.   He said, “Did he swing on his little swing”?   He said, gimme a swing. 

  He came back the next day, he said, “the bird’s dead”!  The bird’s dead?  That’s what I said, the bird’s dead,  I can 
tell a little dead bird can't I?.  Feet  Up.  Well, did he ever sing?  No, but you would have been proud of that  bird.  This 
morning when I took his cover off he looked happy and health.   He looked directly at me and then he went over there 
and pecked on that  little bell, hopped over to the ladder and went about half way up, and I  put the mirror about half way 
up and I’m not saying a bird can smile, but looked like he did.  Went on up to the top of the ladder,  jumped over  to the 
swing, he’s swinging, swinging, right before he toppled off, he  looked at me and said, “They didn’t sell bird seed”?  
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More about ON HUMOR: Jarvis Revisited and the ON HUMOR website 
This handout on using humor is a summary of many points Dr. Jarvis shared with me about his experience plus points from 
my own study of humor.  It is designed to be a study guide and covers many areas worth exploring.  For a more thorough 
presentation read "The Art of Using Humor in Public Speaking" which can be found on my website called ON HUMOR.  
The ON HUMOR website is dedicated to Dr. Jarvis and the study of using humor in public speaking.  Dr. Jarvis's life's work 
can be found there.  His talks showcase his great wit and skill in applying humor to life's lessons.  His workshops present 
his views on the speaking professionally and using humor.  For advanced study, his notebooks, newspaper articles and    
individual documents on all areas are worth considering.  To discuss his works, email me at tonyaudrieth@att.net .

www.drcharlesjarvis.com


